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@PowercutIN history of camera photography through the years with Sarah and Tess500 B.C. • 5th and 4th century B.C th century, Chinese and Greek philosophers able to describe the basic principles of optics and camera. 1500 A.D. • AlhazenIbnAl-Haytham invents the first pinhole camera (also known as camera obscura). He was a Muslim scientist,
mathematician and philosopher, and is considered the father of modern optics. Alhazen camera obscura1814 • Joseph Niepceachieved the first known photo image with the camera obscura. However, the image required eight hours of light exposure and later faded. Photograph of Joseph Niepe. It was taken in Saint-Loup-de-Varrenes.1837 • In 1837 Louis
Daguerre invented the daguerreotype camera. It was the first camera that could take a fixed image that wouldn't fade and required only 30 minutes of light exposure. This is the design of daguerreotype camera.1841 • 1841 William Henry Talbot patents Calotype process; the first negative positive process that allows multiple copies to be created. One of
Talbot's negative positive photos.1859 • The panoramic camera was invented and patented by Thomas Sutton. This camera achieved a panoramic effect using curved glass plates and a hollow glass lens filled with distilled water, giving an angle of 140 degrees. Thomas Sutton panoramic camera.1884-1900 • In 1888, George Eastman patents a Kodak roll-
film camera. Eastman was a pioneer in the use of film. He also began producing paper films in 1884. His first mass-traded camera, Brownie, went on sale in 1900 and went on sale until the 1960s. Two examples of biscuit cameras in the 1900s • In 1900 reise camera was invented. It was a lightweight, foldable camera that made it easy for photographers to
take landscape images. Oscar Barnack invented two types of reise-cameras.1913 • In 1913 the first 35 mm rigid camera was invented by Oscar Barnack. It became the standard for all film cameras. Oskar barnack's 35mm camera.1927 • In 1927 the General Electric Company invents a modern flashlight. It was a huge light output, nearly 180,000 lumen
seconds, which required a pretty slow speed to reflect the time. Advertising sashalite flash bulb; GEC's first commercial flash.1948 • 1948 Earth invented a Polaroid camera that could take pictures and print it out for about one minute. Edwin Land's first polaroid camera in 1978 • Konica introduces the first point-and-shoot, autofocus camera called Konica C35
AF. Konica C35 AF1981 • Sony is showing Sony Mavica, the world's first digital electronic camera. You can display pictures on a TV monitor or color printer. Sony Mavica1986 • Fuji introduced a disposable camera. The inventors also call this device disposable cameras. The camera was readily accessible and for photography accessible to all, regardless of
their wealth of current Fuji disposable camera1991 • In 1991 Kodak released the first professional digital camera system (DCS) that was highly used by photojournalists.1994 • The first digital camera in the consumer level market, who worked with a home computer using a serial cable was Apple QuickTake 100 camera.2000 • In Japan, Sharp's J-SH04
introduced the world's first camera phone2005 • Canon EOS 5D has been launched, This is the first consumer price for a full-frame digital SLR.2007 • On June 29, 2007, the first Apple iPhone was released. It featured a 2 MP camera. With every new iPhone release, the better and better camera along with theirSources • • • • Slideshare uses cookies to
improve functionality and performance, and provide you with appropriate advertising. If you continue browsing the site, you agree to the use of cookies on this website. See our user agreement and privacy policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, as well as to provide you with appropriate advertising. If you continue browsing
the site, you agree to the use of cookies on this website. For details, see our privacy policy and user agreement. Details.
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